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Six orSix orSix & a Half?
Pete Moore revisits Ruger’s radical precision shooting 

machine, in the new calibre of 6mm Creedmoor

It does not seem that long ago that 
Hornady’s 6.5 Creedmoor appeared; 
but wait, we are now told there’s a 6mm 

version, which is even better! Confused? 
Well, I don’t blame you. Some view the 6.5 
as better than Lapua’s 6.5x47 or the 
original 260 Rem, others feel there’s little 
in it. Now we have a similar conundrum 
with 6mm. 

243M XC OR CM?
A few years ago, Norma launched the 
Tubb-designed 6xc, shorter in case with a 
more Ackley-like shoulder angle, it was 
supposed to be the must have 6mm. It 
performed well but did not seem to catch on. 
With the success of the 6.5 Creedmoor, it 
was only a matter of time before Hornady 
fi elded something based on the xc concept. 
Enter the 6mm; so, what’s it all about?

RPR
Viking Arms sent me a second generation 
Ruger Precision Rifl e (RPR) in 6mm 
Creedmoor. This rifl e’s original chamberings 
included three options: 308 Win in a 20” 
tube and 1-10” rifl ing, 6.5 Creedmoor 24” 
and 1-8” and 243 Win 26” and 1-7.7”. 
Although the 6.5 Creedmoor was the hot 
ticket, I always thought that the 243 Win in 
that long, tight twist tube with heavy bullets 
could be something a bit special. Sadly, it 

was discontinued! However, the second 
version, which differs in some small areas, 
added a number of calibres, so you get 
308 Win, 6.5 Creedmoor, 6.5 PRC 
(Precision Rifl e Cartridge), 300 Win Mag, 
338 Lapua Magnum and 6mm Creedmoor.

RPR IN DETAIL
The RPR is an interesting and unusual 
build, as it incorporates a modern and 
proven bolt-action mechanism from their 
American Centrefi re in an AR15-type layout, 
which feels and looks good. The action is 
steel and features a large, turned down/
angled back bolt handle with tapered, 
synthetic knob. The 3-lug engagement 
gives a 70° lift angle, which operates 
smoothly. Unusual, is the long bolt 
extension, which is required as the bolt 
body (being fully enclosed) slides back into 
the buffer tube. It’s polymer and hollow and 
holds the trigger adjusting/bolt 

I used three bullet weights with varying results L 
– R: Hornady 108-grain ELD Match, Sierra 90-grain 
Game Changers and 95-grain TMKs
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disassembly tool inside. Up front, the 15” 
aluminium, free-fl oat handguard is black 
hard-coat anodised aluminium and features 
K-Mod slots on all four sides, although the 
tech spec says they are Magpul® M-LOKs. 
Ruger has dispensed with the full length 
Picatinny rail at 12 O’clock, with a 20MOA 
base over the action to suit longer range 
use. The tube, however, is drilled and 
tapped to improve scope clearance and 
easy mounting of compatible rails and 
accessories. A short, Pic base is included. 

The lower receiver shell is aluminium, 
with an AR-type mag well and a lever-style 
release catch located at the rear. Ruger 
calls it their multi-magazine interface, as it 
allows the use of different, 308-style 
magazines; for example, the AICS is rear 
locking and the Magpul/M25 side-locking 
and it handles them equally well! 
Impressive, is the fact the RPR comes with 
2 x 10-round Magpuls as standard! 

ADJUSTABLE
The Trigger is Ruger’s Marksman, 
externally adjustable unit and goes from 
2.25-5 lbs. An AR-type pistol grip is fi tted, 
with a fi ll-in back strap, to give a better 
hand/fi nger position! The safety is located 
on the left above the pistol grip and fl ips 
through 40° and is reversible, which is a 
nice touch.

The butt is fully adjustable and folds 
to the left, which has mainly been done for 
bolt removable, but also aids storage. The 
rubber butt pad runs on a slotted rod and 
is locked by a lever; undoing this allows it 
to be slid front to back and gives a decent 
length of pull (LOP) from 12 – 15.5”. The 
comb is adjusted in the same manner! 
The base of the L-shaped pad section 
features a Picatinny rail, so ideal for a 
monopod. The butt release catch is rear 
right of the action and there are twin QD 
swivel sockets front and rear on the left.

HEART OF THE GUN!
Barrel length depends on calibre, but it uses 
a heavy, tapered profi le, hammer-forged from 
4140 chrome-moly steel tube with a .75” 
muzzle diameter pre-threaded  5/8x24” and 
comes with a muzzle brake. In 6mm 
Creedmoor, this means 24” with 5R Rifl ing 
and minimum bore and groove dimensions 
and headspace with a centralised chamber. I 
like the 5R form and have used it in a 
Remington 700 Gen II with impressive 
results. So, we should get good velocity 
returns and performance, along with the 
ability to launch +100-grain Match-type 
bullets. That AR build means that you can 
easily swap out forends, pistol grips and 
butts to suits. For example, if you wanted 
something fi xed, just fi t a full-length buffer 
tube and slide on the furniture of choice. Or, 
a 4-way forend, if that fl oats your boat! 

The RPR in any calibre is a large and 
heavy long range/target-biased gun, with the 

“Some view the 6.5 as 
better than Lapua’s 

6.5x47 or the original 
260 Rem, others feel 

there’s little in it. Now we have a similar conundrum with 6mm”

PETE MOORE SAYS:

▲

Who’s best? L- R: 243 Win, 6mm Creedmoor and 
Norma 6xc you choose

The AR-like safety is well positioned and reversible; note 
the adjustable Marksman trigger and rear-mounted multi-
magazine interface that can handle a number of mag types

Pistol grip and bolt-handle 
detail; as can be seen, this 
is not really a chassis rifle, 

but it performs like one
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6mm Creedmoor example tipping the scale 
ay 10.8 lbs empty and un-scoped. It’s 
straight-line build means recoil thrust is 
going directly down the action and not 
angling through the stock. Preliminary testing 
showed it was recoil-friendly and easy to 
control. 

BEARING IN MIND
Setting it up showed a few things worth 
bearing in mind. The straight-line layout means 
that you need high mounts to get a 
comfortable head position, even with the 
comb fully down. However, combine that with 
the 20MOA rail and the gun shot near 2 Mil 
high at 100m and that was after using up all 
the depression correction. I ended up going up 
1.5 Mil on the reticle as my aiming point. In 
fairness, the rifl e is more for long range use! 

The pistol grip is good enough with a bit 
of back strap to give a decent hand/fi nger 
position, although something with a bit more 
girth and depth would be preferable, which is 
easy enough, as it’s a standard AR fi tting. 
The safety is well positioned, and its shorter 
arc is nice; for me, I’d put it on the right, 
which worked better. Viking supplied a 
Leupold VX3i LRP 8.5-25x50 scope with their 
TMR, ½-Mil-Dot reticle, which I put in Warne, 
extra high QD rings. Up front an Accu-Tac 
bipod, the whole thing tipping the scale at 
around 14 lbs, so very much a prone or 
sitting supported option. 

SURPRISE, SURPRISE
Factory ammo at the time was a bit scarce 
and I’m indebted to Edgar Brothers, as they 
supplied 60-rounds of Hornady 87-grain 
V-MAX, Varmint Express. I thought it might be 
too light for the 1-7.7” twist rate but would 
make brass for reloading. They also supplied 
Hornady ELD MATCH, 108-grain bullets and 
Hodgdon Superformance powder. Henry 
Krank (kudos) pitched in with Lee dies, 
Sierra’s 90-grain Game Changer (TGK) and 
95-grain TMK (Tipped Match King) bullets 
and Ramshot Hunter and Big Game powders. 
To be honest, I was just looking to see what 
the RPR liked, then at a later date move on 
to making a decent quantity of specifi c 
ammo for longer range testing. The data 
gathered was interesting and a bit confusing 
in places (see 6mm PERFORMANCE). Feed 
was reliable and smooth with that big bolt 
handle offering easy manipulation in the 
shoulder and the trigger breaking crisp and 
light. Recoil was mild with little serious jump, 
allowing you to maintain the target.

Like I said, some of the results were 
surprising and other pretty damn impressive. 
Hornady’s 87-grain V-MAX factory offering 
handled the tight rifl ing twist far better than I 
assumed. OK, 0.75MOA is not amazing, but 
sub-MOA, so good enough for foxes and deer 

out 300 yards. As an aside, my Bergara B14 
HMR with its 24” heavy barrel in 6.5 
Creedmoor has a 1-8 twist, and its weight 
and pitch are really not that well suited to 
light pills. However, it shoots a Hornady 
95-grain V-MAX at sub 0.5MOA for 3230 fps 
and 2213 ft/lbs with an ES of 23fps; not 
too bad!

The 90-grains were confusing, as logically 
they should be more compatible than the 
87s, I could have just picked the wrong 
powder, charge weight or COL, so they need 
more investigation. However, the 95-grain 
TMKs were excellent in terms of accuracy 
potential, speed and energy and I have no 
doubt that a little tweak could shrink that 
0.5MOA down a bit. Also, worth a look would 
be their 107 and 110-grain BTHP Match 
Kings too. However, the star of the show was 
Hornady’s ELD MATCH. Both loads shooting 
0.25MOA, wow, with the fastest getting near 
2000 ft/lbs, sadly they don’t show anything 
in ELD-X spec. The nearest thing would be 
their 105-grain V-MAX. Assuming it could be 
pushed a bit faster, it might top 3000 fps; if 
so, achieve 2107 ft/lbs - worth a thought?

Calibre aside, the RPR offers an 
excellent, off-the-shelf precision-type rifl e, 

with all the whistles and bells, well suited to 
range and even some hunting/varmint uses. 
Prices have gone up by around 25% since its 
introduction but are still well below that of a 
full custom; so, an attractive solution for 
many shooters?

6MM PERFORMANCE
Make Weight Velocity quoted & Avg  Extreme Spread Accuracy Energy
Factory
Hornady              87g V-MAX           3210 & 3190fps          38fps                     0.75MOA      1976 ft/lbs

Reloads
Hornady              108g ELD Match 2788fps                   21fps                     0.25MOA    1872 ft/lbs
 41.8g Superformance
Hornady              108g ELD Match        2852fps                   47fps                      0.25MOA    1958 ft/lbs                     
 42.4g Superformance
Sierra                 90g TGK                     3102fps                    66fps                      1.5MOA    1923 ft/lbs
 42g Hunter            
Sierra                 90g TGK                     3151fps                   75fps                       1.75MOA   1994 ft/lbs
 43g Hunter
Sierra                 95-grain TMK            3278fps                   62fps                        0.5MOA    2277 ft/bs
 43g Big Game

All reloads proved safe and functional in the rifle

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
� Name  Ruger Precision Rifle
� Calibre   6.5 Creedmoor (on test)
� Capacity   10 (DM) 2-included
� Action   turn bolt
� Barrel   24” (heavy)
� Twist rate   1-7.7” (5R rifling)
� Threaded   5/8x24” (with protector)
� Butt/comb   adjustable
� Marksman   trigger adjustable
� Free-float   K-Mod forend
� Weight   10.6 lbs (un-scoped)
� Length   42.75-45.75” 
� 20 MOA   Picatinny base 
� Price   £2051
� Spare magazines  £50
� Contact   Viking Arms Ltd; www.vikingarms.com

 www.ruger.com
  Hornady and Hodgdon - 
  Edgar Brothers Ltd; 
  www.edgarbrothers.com
  Lee, Sierra and Ramshot – 
  Henry Krank & Co Ltd; 
  www.henrykrank.com

Hornady offers a number of options; here we see the 87-grain V-MAX Varmint Express load, which shot a 
lot better than expected in the RPR’s tight twist barrel

▲


